




SaFari is edited by Earl Kemp and published with the assistance of JiX" 
O’Meara and Nancy Kemp« SaFari is NOT for sale. Outside SAPS Sagafi 
serves as a letter-substitute to people who would not otherwise,..'h'ear 
from me. S'

The artwork on the cover of this issue (provided it reproduces cor
rectly) is copied directly from an ad of the Clearing>Tfivision of U.S. 
Industries, Inc., of Chicago, When I first saw thread I liked it so 
much I put it aside to keep for such a time whejvxI felt like experi
menting with color separation on direct papej>-'plates, If it works at 
all you will see how it turns out. I tru^txthat U.S. Industries will 
forgive me for intruding and realize tljot it is flattery on my part 
and a sincere appreciation for the wptfk of their advertising depart
ment. If the experiment of two cp-lor work on direct plates works I 
shall attempt to prevail on Ripitard Bergeron to do a two color cover 
for SaFari. . /
I would also like to appitdgize to Terry Carr for usurping his column 
heading of "Comments jolf Comments on" from Klien Bottle for use in this 
issue. It was jusjz''too appropriate, Terry,
News: KitKat^s no longer with us. She just disappeared, leaving no 
trace. Buj^e are not catless, we still have the little black devil, 
Blacki^-^ho amuses herself by chasing the landlady's dog at every 
opportunity. Blackie emerged from the womb spitting at dogs and she 
hasn't stopped for a minute yet. I have never seen such a ferocious 
^ea-stie-j—and—so™-staaii~tovj.... .......——--------— ——... . —■——---------
This is the annual "cut-rate" version of SaFari, being prepared in the 
middre^of packing for Cincinnati, packing for Boise, etc., and still 
attempting to meet the deadline. Things will probably be better next 
quarter.
READ THIS!! am going to cut the non-SAPS mailing of SaFari severely 
after this issuXis mailed, I will gladly send it to all and sundry 
who want it, Untllnow my list has been completely arbitrary. If you 
have found anything\if value in SaFari, and feel that you wish to con
tinue receiving it, itXq-s imperative that you so indicate. A postcard 
stating merely "keep me 'bn the list" will do the trick. This goes.for 
YOU too. No comments are necessary, no flattery nor arguments, just 
a simple statement that you wi^h to continue receiving SaFari. The 
ONLY exception to this mailing^bq^st dissection will be those known to 
me to-be out of the country at th&\present time, and the generous 
souls who send me their superior fanzines.
I have just finished reading Kingsley A&<s» NEW MAPS OF HELL and find 
myself with very mixed feelings, I appreciate his stand regarding the 
usual snobs who delve into the field; I hateXhis obsession with sex in 
sf, with sex in general and particularly with regard to oral contra
ception and can find no need for such extensive S^ual probing of what 
Amis himself admits is particularly a sexless literiry medium. I de
test the open-faced pandering to Ballantine, the ignoring of many 
greats in the field, publisher, editor and author-wise. xAnd I can 
never forgive the man for saying, "Pohl, the most consistently able 
writer science fiction.. .has yet produced," Fertilizer!!
I much prefer the quote by James Yaffe in Saturday Review, Aprilx23, 
i960, "Damon Knight, probably the leading critic in the.field,,,.X.
News: PSYCHO opens in New York, 6-16, Chicago 6-22...Cheers! Xs

JOURNEYS THROUGH THE TRUE-FAN JUNGLES
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GOMMHNT& ON COAUIHNTS
DUE TO THE HOWLING RECEPTION OF ... .

;Cz er ^FRIGID FACTION'
IT HAS BEEN DISCONTINUED ....

I was rather shattered at the reception. I had expected something, surely 
but not the resounding boo that I received. And in many respects it was un
deserving and overly brutal. Some of the comments hurt, deeply, but I shall 
recover Elinor. I could hardly wait to read through the mailing, which I did, 
reeling under every blow, then I sat it aside determined to.dive into.this 
issue of SaFari 6 and give you all just what you ask, absolute minimum activity 
consisting exclusively of frigid MCs. No cover, no lettering} I was going to 
deliberately run one page upside down (How are you, Eva Firestone, P. 4) ; I 
was going to deliberately leave one page blank (How are you, Burnett Toskey, 
P. 9); I was going to deliberately not number the pages and transpose two of 
them to make continuity difficult (How are you Terry and Miri, pp. 19-20) and 
if this wouldn’t have been enough, I was going to attempt to do as bad a repro
duction job on it as possible so it would be an insult to read (Who are you 
W. Bliggens),

But the longer I hesitated, the further away slipped these asinine ideas. 
They may be alright for some of you, but frankly I am not equiped for minimum 
activity, as much as I would like to give it a try. It would have been a far 
greater insult to myself, had I perpetrated this issue on SAPS than it would 
have been to you. In SAPS, or out of SAPS, or wherever I happen to be I owe 
it to myself, more than I owe it to you to do nothing ever but the best I can 
at the time and under the circumstances, what ever they may be, Too often my 
best is not feood enough for me, but I at least have the satisfaction of know
ing that I tried, A statement I fear could not be repeated too frequently 
by some SAPS.

More than any thing, inside the mailing itself, that convinced me in retro
spect not to do the minimumac issue was the position of Bruce Pelz and F. M. 
Busby with regards to the FRIGID FACTION. Only in these two did I find, at 
least understanding, if nothing more. Then the letters started coming in. 
And I realized that there are some people in SAPS who do not necessarily think 
the way they right, (read that write.) Have no fear, I won't reveal your 
secrets, all of you, and there were several. One sapsman even wrote me what 
he thought of SaFari 5, because he wanted me to know what he thought (and it 
was good) but he felt that in his Sapszine he had best conform to insulting me. 
Or this is what he said, reading between the lines. I think I have since per
suaded him that a course of honesty is preferred over a course of conformity. 
At least he wrote that he had recut the masters to exclude the insult and in
clude what he actually thought. And there were many letters on the line of 
"for Ghods sake don't let this get back to SAPS"..,,. And it won't. And the 
FRIGID FACTION is dead. It will continue only as a definite mental sneer on 
my part when I run across a frigid gine, and perhaps in the minds of more 
SAPS people than will publicly admit.

And you have SaFari, hot as the first-thought minimumac zine, but as the 
best I can do under the circumstances. The circumstances being, this quarter, 
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ON COMMENTS COM
the Midwestcon coming up, plus a trip to Boise for the Westercon for some of 
'us and in the immediate future Fran Light’s annual "big blowout," To say that 
I will be cramped for time these next several weeks is a gross understatement. 
But with any luck, God willing, I’ll survive and return again in the next 
mailing,
BJO WELLS: GimTree 5: Cover and artwork excellent, so is the repro, but alas 
and alac, no checkmarks.
GUY TERWILLEGER: Sapling 4; You to Nancy Share, Man, your taste must be 
abortive if you thought Inside, or before that SFAdvertiser, or currently 
New Frontiers to be cold. The Inside satire issues were some of the best 
amateur journalism this field has ever seen, I AM A MIMEOGRAPH,
BURNETT TOSKEY: Flabbergasting 14: THEY KNOW WHO THEY ARE. I found your fog/ 
ego index very amusing, how much better would it have been to apply all that 
effort on a comparative grading of the current big J prozines, SHAME, Burnett, 
you commented on my Bergeron comment in SaFari 5,5 (your p, 26) rather than 
an SaFari 4, on which you should have been commenting. Does this mean that 
you took unfair advantage and commented on the zines in the current mailing 
as OE? Your P. 28, methinks you also got letters from a Karen Leafgren? So 
there is still the possibility that Doreen is a figment of Bruce’s imagination, 
is there not, or would you admit to the possibility of being tricked twice by 
the same fraud? Yes, your ego/index for you personally should have led the 
pack. Which page of a Toskey-zine is one to believe: i.e, p. 15 "(your car) 
been too dependable for too many years, and will likely continue so, for quite 
a while yet." Short while, Eh? p. 30, "I have now sold my old Buick to my 
new brother in Law, and bought my kid brother’s 1956 Mercury convertible, so 
the problem is no longer with me." License fees for automobiles in Illinois 
are on a hp basis, I pay $16,50 for state plates, and $30.00 for a city 
sticker. Age of vehicle is immaterial. In other words, the more powerful 
the car, the more a prestiege item it is, the higher the fees for operating it,
LEE JACOBS: The Ballard Chronicles: Thank you Lee, thank you LASFS, thank 
you one and all who had anything to do with this. For me it was the single 
highpdint of the entire mailing, I read it with loud roars of delight. Al
most as delighted as when Bjo told me LASFS was filming it, I can hardly 
wait to see myself in all my villianous glory, AS PLEASED AS A FANED WITH A 
BLOCH ARTICLE, YOU GOTTA POLISH YER HUGO WHEN WE GET SETTLED. THAT PICTURE 
WITH THE FANCY II. SAYIN' SOMETHING IN CANADIAN. FAST AS A PUNNING LASFS 
MEMBER. HELP YORE PAPPY WITH HIS FANAC, .
BOB LICHTMAN: Here There Be Saps: How very nieve you are Bob, You faunch 
for my head because I only intimated at the venacular for excrement. See, ’ 
son, I can't even write it here, I'm that chicken-hearted. But I double dare 
you to go through the 51st mailing, word by word, and count the number of 
times the venacular, in all it's glorious 4 letters, is spelled out in the 
gines of others.,...
JANE JACOBS: Psilo: You too, Black Marigolds from the Sanskrit, This was 
one of my favorites back eons ago in high school, I still remember the dum- 
founded expression on my teacher's face when I recited it to her.
ELINOR BUSBY: Fendenizen 16: p. 7, I do not think it would be possible to es
cape from phalic symbols, they are everywhere, but have Buz wear that shirt in 
Boise, please. I'd like to see it, ### Elinor, ah destinctly I remember twas
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MENT5 ON COMMENTS ON
upon a bleak, bed in the Alexandria that you and I shared many pleasant delights. 
In the form of bhortles over Rotsler illos, fitting captions, etc. and all the 
mundane things of life. All the while he was in the room, and I was faunching 
to meet him but I was terrified at the prospect of engaging such a formidable 
person as William Rotsler., beard and all. This is too strange to understand, 
I suppose, but the man literally terrified me I wanted to talk to him that 
much. No, Elinor, I did not meet him. You I met, yes. Rotsler was at the 
party, yes. But I haven’t met him yet. Meeting, to me, consists not of an 
introduction, but the exchange of mutual likes and dislikes, a conversation 
(like over the illos), the sharing of a drink in a quibt bar. This is meeting, 
to me, not the crummy handshake and "I’ve long admired your work.,.." I’m
glad the warmed-over spaghetti turned out so good, Oh how you can hurt, 
Elinor, p, 19. Do I like SAPS, it may be hard to believe, but I do. I don’t 
have to work so damn hard as I do for SAPS, and you must admit that it is work, 
I don't even have.to put out a zine, a genzine, or a SAPSzine, God knows I've 
got enough other pies in the oven without tackling another multi-hour job per 
quarter. But I do like it, I like SAPS, and I like the work that I contribute 
towards being in SAPS. I consistently push myself harder than I would ever 
expect to push anyone else. I always expect more from myself in the way of 
any activity than I could ever expect of anyone else. To me a fanzine is not 
complete unless it has a little of a lot of things in it. True, I was not very 
familiar with SAPS when I got in, only having at that time read a couple of 
mailings. But I honestly thought that it was the Spectator Amateur Press 
Society. I could not understand, nor can I still that it is in reality the 
Spectator Comments on Comments Society. There is hardly a single vestige 
of amateur journalism evident in any mailing. Exceptions run rampant, naturally 
with Terry and Miri, with Bjo, with Bob Leman and others. But you must admit 
if you are true to yourself that comments on comments are the vast majority 
of SAPS member's activity. Physically unreadably and in some cases mentally 
insulting. I have never missed a mailing, Elinor, since I became a member, 
I have never missed at least a token installment of mailing comments, and I 
think I have written a great deal more MCs than have many minimumac members. 
Honestly, Elinor, I do like saps. I have no desire to reform it, I have no 
time to devote to any such foolish venture. I am on the FAPA waiting list, 
true, and I’ve been wondering how I can split my activity to include another 
zine, if I ever get to be a member. Wondering how to keep the best material 
for SAPS and still do a creditable job there. And feeling real good all over 
when something nice happens in SAPS that is better than a similar FAPA activity 
like the genuine feeling of pride that came over me when we beat their mailing 
page count. I know no other measure of assurance Elinor, than to say you are 
wrong....,
BRUCE PELZ: Speleobem 7? Bruce, your black on red was hard for me to read, 
I have already written how much I appreciate your.stand on FF so I shall not 
go into it again here. ### I appreciate too your stand on votes. I do not 
feel that any single person in SAPS should know how I voted unless all ballots 
are to be published for ALL' members to see, only then would I have no objection. 
/AA# About contributor copies. I had some Rotsler pics in SaF^, and I did send 
him a copy. I not only sent him a copy but wrote a pleading letter for more 
of the same, I APPRECIATE WILLIAM ROTSLER. But, I did not mail the contributor 
copy until after the mailing date. You say 1/28/60, it is entirely possible 
that the copy had not reached there by then. But I did, and always do, mail a
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COMMENTS ON COMMENTS
copy to each contributor. ### WORDSMITHING, excellent, much enjoyed. Your 
words to Burnett were scorching, to say the least; so much so that I actually 
felt hurt by some, watching the knife so deftly chopping away at Dr. T. I 
must ad though that in many of your points I hold agreement; some the adverse. 
But I certainly won't dissect him here, or anyone else for that matter, that I 
can get by without dissecting. ###. p. 17, Bruce, I am not, was not, and most 
assuredly will not enter a page race with you or anyone. P. 18, "Activity 
and interest" are two essentials. I think you'd make a damn good O.E. zW 
Alan J. Lewis, Mud, callest thou one Dean A Grennell a "measley SOB". Curses 
be upon you; but what can one expect from he who spells Ghod with a 'K*?

2CARR Ragnarook 5: About Albright paintings. He (and his innefectual artist 
brother) is a local artist. The Art Institute houses at least one horror, in 
the vein of Dorian Gray, called "Out of the night came a woman called Lena" 
or some such longie, also another.more mundane "the door." There is here a 
snob restaurant/cocktail bar/etc. called 'Ricardo's' that features art with a 
capital A, all over the walls, including some original Albrights. They do 
pack a wallop. The Dorian Gray one was accentuated though, you'll recall by 
a resounding surge of music, a switch to technicolor and a swinging light to 
spotlight directly on the painting, all at the precise moment of revelation. 
It scared the bejeebers out of me too, In case I never, I did get the 
INNISH that I asked you for, as well as Klein Bottle. I haven't had an oppor
tunity to exchange mailing bundles wihh Phyllis recently (exchanging same day 
after tomorrow) so you're getting a little ahead of me, but I do appreciate 
KB. Thanks muchly. ###
TED JOHNSTONE: Specifically, etc.: I did send you Sidney's address, etc,, via 
tape to Bjo, if you didn't get it by now, check with Bjo. You have above 
average nonMC material, so what you griping about. What is the first word 
on page 28 in HYPHEN 11? ### One last word to TAJ, I am on the FAPA waiting 
list, read the FAPA bundles avidly every time I get a chance. See also re
marks to Elinor and Carr * I don't know how to take your last sentence, "And 
you don't have to be a BNF to get into it," This is reassuring, to say the 
least, maybe I can make it after all. ### To Nancy Share, I hope you get to 
Pitt too, Nancy. I've almost known you for low these far too many (11?) years 
now, without ever meeting. ## Diary of Ann Frank, locally this laid a loud 
egg, opened 'road show' at high prices and reserved seats, ran empty for two 
weeks, pulled off the road show circuit, cut out one hour of excess and re
run on a popular price (this is $1.80 in Chicago, incidentally/ road shows 
average S5. for good seats) and still laid an egg. I saw it, there were brief 
moments of insight and brilliance, but on the whole I left the theater feeling 
that I had been thoroughly bored by the slow, inane pace of the picture and 
thanking whoever it was that cut it down the the version I had seen. P.23, 
thank you so much. I LIKE PECAN BEST.
RICH BROWN: PRA7: PLAY THAT STINKING CHICAGO STUFF, you cad, I have some tre
mendous records, a good deal older than I of Chi-style jazz. I faunch for the 
day when I can inflict them upon you, RSFP. ## CRYING TOWELS AND DRINKS BEING 
SUPPLIED BY THE CON COMMITTEE. ###
RICHARD BERGERON: Warhoon: Typewriters, daily I switch back and forth from 
one to another between 2J different typewriters, some with different keyboards 
then come home to this thing, ain't I got fun? Lovely: "Who wants to leave 
a funeral with a glow? Dance your dance macabre and go home I always say.... "
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ON CON NN NTS ON C ON
Rich, P. 21 and "getting up from the typer"; I really must appologize, this is 
a gross failure of communication on my part. First, I have since checked to 
see if I could find any reference to "Bride of the Cy clops" and found none. 
Second, when I cut stencils, I compose directly on stencil. I sit down in a 
large stuffed easy chair with two big arms. On one arm I place the zine I’m 
MCing, on the other the corflu and misc items, cigarettes, etc. In my lap I 
have the typewriter, on my knees. I do 99% of my composing this way. It is 
a very elaborate ritual to get up from the chair, requiring the removal of 
all materials from both arms, the putting aside of the typewriter, and by that 
time my legs are so numb I can’t walk upstairs to check anything. It is diffi
cult, consequently, once I start writing, only complete exhaustion will make 
me move all the incidental crap. ###
ART RAPP: Spacewarp: Share cover I like very much. Art, did you notice in 
the zines this mailing, everyone, including you who had occasion to remark on 
Lady Chatterley’s Lover, or Lady Loverley’s chatter, misspelled them both, it 
is really a simple thing, you put in the *e’ before ’y’ and have it right. I’m 
not griping at you, just pointing out consistency in SAPS. Thank you for the 
kind words re LL’sC, "perfect lines you toss off so casually" ha! That was 
work, rework, revision and polishing, nothing casual about it, But I do dote 
on your lovely words. P, 12, I’ll tryt you try: Shi-KAHW-go, there is no 
•car’, but then you’ll notice that I consistently mispronounce it, a southern 
heritage, I guess, that will not let me rid myself of the long ’r>. ###
WALTER A COSLET: Bible Collector kt Bergeron cover Very good. Walt, every 
package of SaFari’s sent from here to OE have gone educational material rate. 
SaFari 5 contributor copies were mailed EM, Terry Carr mailed INNISH via EM. 
Original and/or carbon copies of manuscripts go from author to publisher and 
back via EM. There is nowhere, nothing that says "non-typer faces, bound, etc," 
as you said.x. This would eliminate a great deal of books, non-typer faces, in
cluding everything Advent has ever done, to be denied EM rate. I maintain that 
EM rate should hold for SAPS mailings. But Eney’s 2nd class permit will do 
just as well, I'm in favor of voting you a life membership, with the pro
vision you don’t get a bundle unless you drop something in it.....
BHH: Collector: "T.E.W." no comment . . ,
BOB LEMAN: Nematode: P.S. paper too expensive to use more than rarely, I 
APPRECIATE BOB LEMAN.
JIM O'MEARA: Kraml #1: Old buddy, since it gripes me to wonder why Burnett, 
Buz, Wally, Otto, Elinor, etc, devote so much space to what they obviously 
must talk about a lot, I can hardly inflict the same punishment on SAPS as 
that which I advocate none of, now can I? I promised you a blast re censor
ship, and since we’ve gone over this so thoroughly, I’ll beg off from the 
written version. ### Kramls should be drinken only in case of no Vodka!!
W. WEBSTER BALLARD, Veep: Outsiders: I read it to myself, p. 1J. P.S., I
never advocated being "not friendly", like I like people, including SAPS type 
people. Even those who do nothing but precious few MCs. Nor do I think I 
(p» 17) ever seriously advocated changing SAPS. I may have jestingly said 
something that could have been interpreted thataway. But I didn’t mean it for 
serious, ft# Re Pencil Point methinks you miss the point of my appreciation. 
WHERE the material comes from matters not. What I like is that Bruce took the 
time, effort and WORK necessary to make an integrated, pleasing whole. Is this
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McNK OM COMMENTS......
clear? Anyone! who works for my enjoyment, I appreciate it.
AL J. LEWIS: When the Gods Would Sup: Al, I went back and re-read just about 
every first sentence in that issue and came up with nothing that you might not 
understand. Sorry I can’t decode it for you, I just* can’t find the code, ### 
Note of Passing Interest, Very Gox>d.
BOB LICHTMAN: Here There Be Saps: Thank you, kind sir for the dedication, i’ll 
try to deserve it, someday . . . ### Variety is the spice of life, i.e. trans
lating your editorial remark: "SAPS is flat, tasteless, without seasoning."## 
I didn’t say it, Bob, you did, remember, let it be said, "I (meaning me, not 
you) LIKE IT HERE!!!" ### Cover stock lovely, what is it, Champion kromekote, 
coated both sides? ###
DOREEN ERLENWEIN: Porque: Next time don’t goose the ABDICK and you’ll keep 
all your finger. Yes, Doreen, your illos are lovely, and I’m sure you
couldn’t be frigid if you tried. ### P. G, amazing isn’t it that you missed 
the most vulnerable attack. And damned generous of you too, I seriously 
appreciate it. ##$ P, P, Serling is really quite a serious SF fan, apparently, 
I suppose you note he’s running high on the list for a ’Hugo’ this year ac
cording to the final ballot just sent out by the PittConCommittee. ### I 
wrote him a nice letter in appreciation of the "Maple Street" bit and much to 
my surprise, got a reply. I don’t advocate this as a ’thing to do’, but I 
have in my serious adult type life, written about 5 letters of unashamed 
praise (i.e., a fan letter) for something I thought spectacular. This was 
one of the times,
JOHN BERRY: Pot Pourri: You dirty canasta player you! ### YOU’RE STEPPING 
ON MY CLOAK AND DAGGER sounds tremendous. I’ll put it on my must read list 
and assign it a number, there, it gets # 1009. sW THIS MISSILE MESS, VG. ###
W. BLIGGENS: Seyandmeh: Repro, lousey, alignment, inexcusable. Contents 
brilliant. I appreciated this muchly. Would you please come out of hiding 
and devote a little more time to this type ramblings? Preferably, for me at 
least, in black ink on white paper. ### I am deadly serious, there are faint 
touches of brilliance here that should be encouraged, practiced, rehearsed, 
developed, perpetrated, engarde!
DURWARD/LICHTMAN: Pasquinade: Quote, "another idiot one-shot" UNQUOTE.
F. M. BUSBY: Retro: I am in favor of page count of members appearing in other 
members zines and hope Eney Meany reinstates them. ELINOR SPENT THE EVEN
ING IN BED WITH A PINT OF BOURBON. Were you drunk? ### P. 13, me to, shave 
that is, from Thursday until Sunday, unless something special happening. #^# 
OH, HORSE PUCKIE! ### I consider myself horse puckied on. ### P. 21, is it 
not Benjie Franklin At $100? Ex pres? P, 26 would have been perfect 
except you gave the faces far too much hair on top and not enough on the face. 
But still and all, I liked it, take it from me, Wilbur, ’
RAY SCHAFFER: Blabbercasting Tales: One little checkmark that says Good, and 
damned if I’ll re-read it at this late hour to find out why I said it in the 
first place.
THUS WE END THE NEW VERSION OF KEMP MCs, wherein there are no NO COMMENTS 
listed, I feel that I must appologize (sp?) for having by far the most fritid 
ffcs in the mailing. Somehow the words are all wrong, the meanings are there, 
the seriousness and the ’intent to say’ the arrangement though is all askew 
somehow!. Perhaps I should try rewrites instead of on-stencil composition.
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GERNSBACK, HUGO,,.Thank you

Annual and Offshoot 
usual, I am nigh 
on them--though I

I 
•s

comments 
e would 
Ln this

or your interesting Annual
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HOMECOMING I

Juanita Coulson amidst the roar
ing bustle of one of Fran Light's 

thank you 
Juanita for meritorious service 
under fire. And to you who 
wrote, and for one reason or 
another I dared not excerpt your 
letters, thank you: Buck Coulson, 
Ted Cogswell, Ed Wood, Alfred 
Bester. And thank you especially 
dfk—your dissection was per
ceptive and cut to the core, so 
concisely you chop me in little 
pieces} wish I had the nerve to 
perpetrate your analysis here,,, 
I have endeavored to exclude all 
material marked DNQ, If per
chance I am inadvertently carry
ing something that should have 
been so marked, but wasn’t, for
give me , . . , ,

ere was a reasonably large re- 
Xn of letters regarding SaFari
\Although I had promised no. notorious parties; 

llow-up on the "Who Killed SF" 
rvey'\ some of these letters 

 

were so flattering, or so con

 

demning tXat I had to include 
them here, I have excerpted 
them for briefness and run them 
-for no othe reason than the 
spreading of p&^sonal egoboo, I 
have deliberately omitted the 
many SAPS-member letters from 
excerption on the \ theory that 
what you wrote me yd1 intend to 
use as your own maili 
and to include them h 
make for a duplication 
mailing. The illustration&scat- 
tered throughout this section 
were composed on stencil \by

must compliment you on it, as it\Ls really well gotten up 
think it will be of great use to blishers

BRINEY, ROBERT E, ,,.Received th SaFari 
.have been reading and re-reading the , As 
speechless at the amount of work you pttt in 
shouldn’t be, having seen ample evidencekbefore of the energy you 
put in on science fictional activities.. think the "Who Killed" 
symposium comes out as evidence of some go&d solid thinking on 
the part of a majority of the contributors, \nd the #-assed burb
ling of a couple of the minority was in its own way just as re
vealing and entertaining (are you listening, John?), Perhaps the 
greatest surprise, however, was in the shallowness and lack of 
perception shown by a few of those who should havK had more signi
ficant things to say--notably deCamp, Bradbury and famon,.,.was 
amused by Flesh Farmer’s references to "good meaty s\ories with 
valid science fiction backgrounds" which are apparent ‘
ging,,,could he possibly have been referring to 
novel of his own??? Boy, what a,,,.fascinating 
like coming in on the middle of a one-way phone 
comment I marked down to relay: re your remarks 
p, 13--the theme for "I Love a Mystery" was Sibelius’ "Valse 
Triste," not Brahms.,.Am also reminded that while glancing though 
the abstracts of Ph.D. theses available in microfilm, I came ac\ 
ross the thesis of one Burnett R. Toskey.,,it looked interestinga

going beg- 
a certain recent 
to read e MCs-- 
conversation. One 

 

to Nancy Sh\re
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GREENBERG, MARTY. .. it certainly was an ad
venture in reading...! was glad to see that I 
was not alone in my opinion there was one 
more point I had overlooked in my (summary) 
and that was the indiscriminate publishing 
practiced by some of the major publishing 
houses and small ones are not to be over
looked. If you want support I will gladly 
back you in the use of the word science fic
tion. What does he want to call it fantasy 
for; it certainly must have a classification 
and science fiction certainly is proper. 
I’ve spent 12 years building this name up 
»..and I’d hate to change it now...

CARNELL, TED. ..Congratulations on your 
monumental opus...my deepest thanks for the 
copy you sent...It will take many days to
read and many weeks to digest (and doubtless will trigger off various inspira
tions for further editorials in New Worlds)...

BOK, HANNES... I HATE YOU! YOU RUINED MY WHOLE DAY! Safari came this ayem 
and I should have done work, but instead read the damn thing kivver-to,... 
would you much mind if I lent it out to various stf-readers (who are not fans) 
whom I know? I pity the un-Kemp-ed fans who won’t get to read Annual. (((By 
all means, Hannes, be my guest. EK)))

RUSSELL, ERIC FRANK...Got to hand it to you - you certainly made a real 
topnotch job of that symposium. Most interesting thing I’ve read for a long, 
long time. I’ve spent a week seeking a word adequate to describe it and the 
best I can get is the French expression: Formidable! ...It’s nice to learn 
what other writers are thinking and why they’re thinking it - especially for 
one like me who is so far from the main bunch and hasn’t been in on a gab fest 
for years. True, having listened to the lot of them I’m no wiser about the 
basic problem than I was at the beginning, but the listening has been fun.... 
A feature that struck me in particular was the way in which many contributors 
reacted in precisely the manner that one would expect from their pro-writings. 
Derleth was obviously Derleth, Asimov unmistakably Asimov, deCamp typically 
deCamp and P. S. Miller recognizably p, S. Miller. This individuality was 
emphasized by Gen. Kemp, so to speak, assembling them on parade. It proves, 
I think, that a man’s writings are in fact ’’little pieces of himself.The 
general opinion, or the majority opinion in the symposium seems to be agreed 
on four points: (1) There's a bad smell coming from somewhere, (2) Everyone 
thinks the guy with the most innocent face did it, (3) It’s been there for 
years and (4) It’s likely to remain. Not very enlightening. But what the 
hell, a good book can be enjoyable and therefore justifiable while adding 
little to the reader’s wisdom...By the time you get this you may still be 
prostrate with exhaustion* If so, it may help to be told by one reader that 
the effort was worthwhile. I congratulate you on it - and thanks a million!..

DE LA REE, GERRY... already afforded me more than an hour of entertaining 
reading, and I’m sure that in days and years to come I will find myself refer
ring to it,..Hasting seen so many fan ventures announced and then never pro
duced, it is a distinct pleasure to see you pop this one out on schedule like, 
a baby emerging... .From the Emsh cover to the Ed Wood graf, it is a worthwhile 
production. Methinks you deserve a Hugo...

McLAUGHLIN, DEAN... I never for a moment doubted that L. Sprague deCamp was 
copyright i960 by L. Sprague deCamp, and manufactured in the United States of 
America...
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SILVERBERG, BOB,..certainly a monumental job, and I want to express appre
ciation for it; it’s a handsome volume, compiled with obvious care (imagine — 
an index!) and will certainly stand as a definitive statement of what people 
were thinking about sf in 1959, I have but one major and one minor regret 
about the whole undertaking -- the major regret being that it should have been 
necessary at all to conduct a symposium on such a topic, the minor one being 
that some of your remarks in back appeared to lower the generally lofty and 
serious tone of the rest of the book, as well as taking unfair advantage of 
the contributors. Your comments might well have been better placed in a sup
plementary volume that would contain everyone else’s comments as well. And 
it really was tasteless to reply to Sid ColemanUs thoughtful article that way; 
local fannish pranks and jabs can be fun, but they shouldn’t be immortalized 
in works of serious intent. None of us were fooling around up front; why 
drag the whole thing down to the level of an apazine in the back?.,.Otherwise, 
though, a swell job, beautifully produced. I don’t find myself with any spe
cific comments on the individual contributions, though I do feel a number of 
folks are off beam in places. The fellow who dropped F&SF because, quote, it 
had four terrible stories in the annish, deserves some sort of fugghead award, 
though. My God, when a magazine publishes one good story an issue these days 
it deserves loud applause! And F&SF certainly manages to achieve that...The 
field is certainly a lot deader than it was when you sent your questionnaire 
out. Six magazines now, and only four editors. The loss of Future, SFS and 
Fantastic Universe will have a crippling effect rarely considered: these three 
magazines, low-paying though they were, served as salvage markets for excellent 
but unconventional stories that lay outside the rather narrow requirements of 
the Big Three. A fiction field must have such salvage markets. The way we’re 
heading, we’ll soon be down just to our Big Three, each of which has very de
finite ideas about what it wants to print. Even if they paid 10# a word, they 
wouldn’t attract many writers. In the past, I could aim a story at the top 
rankers and, even if I*missed, could be sure of getting at least a penny a 
word for my time. Without the salvage markets I can’t take the risk of re
jection, not while I can have a 100% sales record in other fields. A 6,000- 
word story submitted to Campbell might take a week to write, and might get 

of getting $60 for it someplace. Not 
much for a week’s work, but at least it 
covered expenses. Today, if I sat down 
to do a story for JWC, I’d be faced 
with the situation of getting either 
$180 for it or nothing at all. This 
all-or-nothing deal is hardly attract
ive, and so, even though Campbell’s 
rates are as high as they ever were, 
the lack of salvage markets is costing 
him writers. A situation like this 
feeds on itself. Writers either leave 
sf completely, as so many have done, 
or, if they remain, concentrate on writ
ing sure-shot bell-ringers. They con
centrate very hard indeed on writing a 
story that will satisfy Campbell, Gold, 
or Mills — usually by writing one just 
like stories Campbell, Gold, or Mills 
have already published. This produces 
a lot of safe little stories, and al
lows the writers to keep clothed and 
fed, but is hardly going to result in 
classics. When Infinity and Future and 

FU were around, a writer could stick his neck out, experiment, and (if he had
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any ability) could be fairly sure of some_return for his trouble.,.When there's 
no innantive to experiment, a fiction field dies fast. Even the most talented 
newcomer needs a sympathetic low-paying market to help him along. In today’s 
all-or-nothing situation, sf in the short forms is just about doomed. Since 
novel-writing has always been an all-or-nothing proposition, nothing much has 
changed there, and several active salvage markets do exist for the offbeat 
novel, for the experiment that fails to please Doubleday or Simon & Schuster, 
or Ballantine or Avon...Let's all be grateful that we've been such diligent 
collectors in the past. As I said in my article, we can always go back to the 
juicy years of not too long ago. Matter of fact, there's a yarn in a ’49 TWS 
,I’ve been meaning to get down from the shelf for a while; now’s as good a time 
as any..•.
(((BOB, to you personally I must apologize for spoiling your reading with my 
tail-end comments. I did, you will recall, ask then for forgiveness for taking 
unfair advantage of writing to a captive audience. Regarding your thoughts on 
my remark to Sid; I think you are wrong. That I said anything at all to Sid 
in the back was a measure of my feeling of affection (if anyone could con- 
cieably understand affection for a Sid Coleman) for Sidney. I have spent the 
better portion of the last 10 years apologizing for knowing Sid, fostering 
him, loving him and yes, at times, enduring him; and any feeling of doubt or 
remorse that I ever had never persisted long enough to exist in memory. I

that I knew him be- 
one. Knowing him 
a pac with the

have said in these pages, of which you got a copy, that I considered him some
thing of a potential genius, almost as much as Sid himself feels; and in all 
sincerity expect to see the day when I can say with pride 
fore he even knew what a pot was for, much less possessed 
has been, at least, a rewarding experience, somewhat like 
Devil. As further support for my position on the 
tail-end comments I refer you to the following.EK)

DERLETH, AUGUST...that’s a beautiful job on the 
report...I especially appreciated your comments 
closing the report...

COLEMAN, SIDNEY...I had several pleasant hours 
of reading, and even had time to spend five or 
ten minutes on other people's contributions... 
masterful. Idea, design, quality of contributions, 
level of illustrations, layout...Advent should pub
lish such books. Your writing in the introduction 
and the explanatory material scattered throughout 
is admirable. It is clear, precise, grammatical 
(except for the usual misplaced semi-colons) and 
to the point. If you thihk this is weak-tea 
praise, or that this sort of stuff is easy to 
write, pick up .a technical book or a newspaper 
some day, or read the instruction manual that 
comes with your hi-fi, or try and visualize what 
the characters are really doing in the descriptive 
passages in a typical sf story. To write clear 
descriptive prose requires nothing but clear 
thinking, patience and discipline. Neither 
energy nor talent are needed. But you have 
always had energy and talent, and your ex
pository prose has always been a formless 
blotch (I mean, until now)...
(((Kind sir, your current parcel of atomic secrets are long overdue. What, 
pray tell, happened to the definitive ‘study, ala the Kronhausens you were 
doing for the next issue of Safari? "Sex Life of American SF Fans"
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VONNEGUT, KURT, Jr....Thanks for the handsome 
present...My own contribution was irresponsible, 
and I’m sorry for it. What it expressed more than 
anything else was my own isolation. I don’t know 
anybody else in the field, not even fans, and so I 
tend to think of the field as something far far 
away and belonging to strangers. That is self
pitying thinking without merit...There seems to be 
fair agreement as to what the best pieces of work 
in the field have been. It might be interesting to 
make a list of those best pieces, a hundred of them, 
say -- arid, after each title, to name the thing 
most attacked, the thing most praised, and, in the 
barest possible terms, the intended moral. You 
might discover in that way the spiritual basis of 
the almost crazy affection many intelligent people 
have for the artificial category of writing known 
as science fiction,,.All the shoptalk by ink-stain
ed wretches leads nowhere. Underneath all that 
shoptalk something very important spiritually may 
be going on. I hope so...

Kurt, this will be maudlin. Several years ago, when I read Player paino I 
thought to myself, ahi A new star rises. Then you almost dropped from sight 
only to reappear much later in another blaze. I was more than delighted to 
see you take an active interest in PITFCS, adding on to this, the fact that 
you will attend the ’60 SF Writers’ Conference in Milford. You do exist in a 
limbo immediately outside the field. I think the thin partitions will crumble 
when you shake your first hand at Milford. You will discover, very quickly, 
that it is not you, or I for that matter to whom the "field...belongs". Far 
from it, you will discover, I’m sure that you, that definitely I, belong to 
the field. It is an integral something, narcotic in fact, of which the ade
quate rationalization has never come, for me at least. Far too many times 
have I beep asked the relatively simple question, "why are .you a fan?" And 
my reply has consistently been an open faced, blank expressioned, "Duh!" 

You do, though, give me food for thought. Adding on to the numerous 
times I’ve heard that question, to find the answer. Not to attempt to com
pile your list of "100 best pieces; and why" but to find the answer to the 
enigma of "Why is a fan?" Though this would more appropriately be a task for 
sociology, possibly even anthropology; I fall into neither category. But as 
I do belong to this amorphous "it" called sf, it surely falls to me to find 
out why. No promises, mind you, but it is definitely a study that needs some 
serious consideration from some quarters.

As I said in "Who Killed", quoting Basil Davenport, the field is parochi
al. It is a parochialism that anxiously awaits, with open arms, to engulf 
everyone who, like you, stands at the door and looks in for a while.

I look forward to meeting you, in Pittsburgh this Labor Day weekend, and 
trust that by that time you will already have entered into the gestalt and 
will share a drink or two with me while we attempt to puzzle out the un
answerable "why."

It is not necessarily a good life, perhaps. But it is probably an all 
consuming, combination mother/father image plus kitchen sink existence. A 
place from which I (at least) have no desire to le,ave.

I wonder if you will agree with me (if I may venture a prediction) after 
you walk up to the podium in Pittsburgh to receive your ’Hugo’ for having 
written Sirens of Titan?

Some day you must let me know "why",...
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Having read your interesting (and physically handsome -- those 
Emsh and Fh^as covers, wow!) symposiun^' I feel impelled to send a 
comment or three. Doubtless several/other contributors will also* 
The logical plX.ce to publish such a/post mortem on the post mortem 
is probably PITF"C.S; on the other h4nd, these issues have been dis
cussed there"already, at length,/Gut comparatively little in fan
dom. (Why do I mak<\the highl^/unwarranted assumption that you'd 
want to publish anything like,/£hat, after completing so huge a job 
already? I know damn wbjLl I/wouldn ’ t. )

First, I'd like to cXepr up a bit of misunderstanding. You 
seemed to feel I was agairjf&K the whole idea of your survey. On the 
contrary! A most valuable jo\. There's been a bit of mutual mis
understanding here. When you Originally asked "Who Killed Science 
Fiction?” I took it tp^mean, "Whb^s responsible for the wretchedly 
low average quality ?o'f current sf?\— so phrased, an invidious 
question, which do^4 invite people tX.take out their aggressions 
on some single scapegoat when actually\there is never any one indi
vidual or cause Responsible for so complex a phenomenon. Hence my 
retort to your/£oint Five, which seems to'^ave caused you some um
brage. But npw it seems you were asking, "Why are there so few 
surviving s ^’magazines?" This is an entirely'•’different and harm
less question. My mistake; sorry. \

I'm though, that I don't think it 's\very important
questio^ I agree completely with Bob Tucker, that\we can't say 
sf is flying till we’re down to one or two weak magazines. At pres
ent, Statistically anyhow, we’re merely approaching th<X.norm: one 
or 1/vo fairly strong magazines (i.e«, enough circulation^:© make a 
profit and pay the writer enough to make his efforts at im^oving 
a/'Ms, worthwhile) and.three or foiir weak ones. As Doc SmithX^says, 
4he,_cold fact is that the market won’t support more. Two reasons 

nPoF~1^g~4a.fti! ; there are only about 100,000 people, pins 
or minus, who * re "int’^res-ted—enough in sf -- which doesn'K, 
mean others are clods, only that ^~ey”'havie~dXf.fjs.r.ent hob
bies from us; second, there aren't ever enough readable...
stories around at any one time to fill more than this number of maga-

O
 zines. One reason why every boom is followed by a bust is simply 
that the sheer market available necessarily dilutes the good stories 
with hackwork. When the paydirt assays too low, the average dis
criminating reader quits entirely, turning to places where he has a
higher probability of being entertained, ‘

Anyhow, speaking as a full-time writer who used to derive all 
his income, from sf and still makes part of his living from it...I'm 
not only against these alleged booms for the harmful effect they have 
on the total market, I don't believe they were booms in the first 
place. Some day I must go back over my records and ascertain just 
what proportion of my sf income was derived from these fly-by-nights, 
paying 1R or less long after publication. Very littlb, I'm sure; 
they merely disposed of things I'd failed to sell at respectable 
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rates. And while. I’ll take money for a clinker, it's like finding a nickel in 
the gutter — not unwelcome, but not important either.

None of which, however, evades the question I thought you were asking, 
and which your contributors tended to return to again and again. Let's re
phrase it so as not to provoke personal-type feuds, which never accomplish 
anything, "Why is the quality of current sf so wretchedly low?"

This qualitative question is, I think, separable from the quantitative 
one we were just discussing, Nat in the long run, of course; if sf continues 
to be as slimy as of late, even the hard-core magazines must die. But we 
haven't reached that point yet, Schuyler Miller gave a very able discussion 
of the distribution problem, and it seems to be even worse than I'd thought. 
(Sf around Berkeley, at least, gets excellent display, but evidently this is 
untypical.) Again, however, you note that it hits the marginal magazines 
hardest. The others may suffer, but if they're basically profitable opera
tions, the publishers will find ways to solve this problem for them. (E.g,, 
a number-of companies might get together and set up their own distributor; I 
don't think this would set off one of those antitrust witch hunts, though you 
never know,,.)

The real problem, I believe, is this; that the hard-core magazines will 
cease to-be profitable, and this will happen because people will cease read
ing them, and this will be because sf has gotten so damned dull. If we':re to 
head off this causal chain (block that metaphor!) we must examine the qualita
tive question — and there, I think, lies the real value of symposia such as 
PITFCS arid your own.

Speaking as a reader, I'll confess to buying two magazines regularly; and 
in one of them, I merely skim most of the stories, from a sense of duty and a 
faint hope that I'll find one worth actually reading. From time to time J buy 
an issue of some other magazine, because of a recommendation or a strong ridme 
on the contents page or a dutiful spot check to see if there's been any im
provement. As for sf pbs, I'll be damned if I’ll even look at 90% of them on 
the newsstand, let alone buy. Life's too short,

Now why is this? Have I simply gotten jaded? No, definitely not. Be
cause when a readable story shows up, I can still read it with all the old en
joyment — well, almost all — and when a good story appears, I'm the first to 
cry hosannah. Judging from remarks here and there, the readership at large 
shares my tastes and my reactions. Everybody loves "Flowers for Algernon," 
or Transient, or most of Bester, or everything of Sturgeon, And this isn't 
because they tickle our palate with anything terribly new. There hasn't been 
anything terribly new since 'Omer smote 'is blooming lyre. I mean they offer 
us entertainment, in the broad sense of "entertainment" which I tried to de
fine in my Detroit speech. Interest. Fun. The pleasure of well-constructed 
sentences. The suspense of a plot which goes from hyar to thar.

Recently I read a bunch of Mss. in helping put together a proposed antho
logy. (What, still another? Yes, but this one will be different; it will so 
too!) I came on Ted Cogswell's "The short Count." I doubt if it was ever 
published.in a magazine, surely not in a sf magazine, unless some marginal 
editor was completely desperate for copy. Because, like man, this is from 
nothing. It's so square it's cube. Two people, a man and his wife, reminisc
ing while they wait for the bomb to drop. That's IT, man! No twist. No 
gimmick. No switcheroo. No satire. No profound commentary. No pseudo-pro
found commentary. No psionics, even. Man, it's got nothing.

Nothing except one of the most moving stories ever told by an sf writer. 
Economics isn't terribly important. Will you agree with me that Venture 

published some of the best sf around? "Vengeance for Nikolai," "Affair With 
a Green Monkey," "The Education of Tigress MaCardle," "Now Let Us Sleep" — 
stuff like this, issue after issue, Big Names-doing their very best for a 
sympathetic editor untrammeled by much policy -- at about 2# a word. Venture
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was fun for everybody.
So was Astounding, once. So, gloriously, was Unknown. So was Galaxy. 

So was F&Sff. So was etc., etc. What quality did they have consistently which 
they now have so rarely? I would say, be definition, the quality of entertain
ment. If I’m not reading my own prejudices into their statements, most of 
your contributors seem to agree with me this quality has two sides: (1) In
tellectual stimulation, of new ideas or of old ideas handled well; (2) Story 
value, a narrative in which things actually happened and the happenings had 
intrinsic interest.

Of course, these qualities are not really separable, and in the best sf 
» (Heinlein & Co.) they are totally inseparable. But the different writers — 

still more so, the different magazines — tended to have them in varying pro
portions. Nothing wrong with that, of course; on the contrary, such a change 

’ of pace is so refreshing as to be essential. What matters is that both in
gredients should be there.

Most modern sf has neither. Therefore it’s boring. Therefore even the 
hard-dore readers are dropping away,

I don’t have any simple cure for this condition. On the whole I incline 
to blame writers most. It's not John Campbell's fault if hacks feed him back 
his current enthusiasms; what the hacks supply is simply the best of a bad 
lot. Mutatis mutandis, the same is true of other editors. At the same time, 
the editors are at least guilty of sins of omission. Instead of passively 
waiting for Mss. to come in, or at best feeding ideas to fiction machines 
capable only of regurgitation, they should be I don't know what. What
ever it was Campbell, Gold, Boucher, et al did in their best days. The 
literary, if not financial success of Venture leads me to suspect that 
Charles De Vet and others are right in saying the time is past due for a re
emphasis on story value; which does not imply a downgrading of ideation. 
(Not that there’s any ideation to lose, these days.) Publishers, writers, 
and readers will have to pitch in too. If we'll recognize our faults and 
try to correct them -- especially, I think, try to have fun rather to repeat 
somebody’s weary old gimmick-variant -- we'll get somewhere; and such practi
cal problems as distribution can be solved. If we won’t do this, why should 
science fiction survive? •

UNSOLICITED TESTIMONIAL OF THE QUARTER:
TO ARMS, THE KRONHAUSEN’S REAPPEAR '

I bought (didn’t everyone?) the good Drs. Kronhausen’s earlier book, Porno- ' 
graphy and the Law purely for the near-banable contents, but much to' my sur
prise found myself gaining information from them. Consequently, when they 
recently reappeared with Sex Histories of American College Men (Ballantine, 
JIJ pp», $5.00, 75^), I bought on first sight. Impulse?, perhaps. But like 
the Kinsey volumes I found portions of this definitely helpful to me, with ‘ 
regard to clearing up some personal thoughts that Kinsey left dangling. I 
was very surprised too, to find in Phyllis Kronhausen’s "A Personal View on 
Sex Education" (Appendix B, p, 263) the closest views to my own that I have 
ever encountered. Particularly with regard to mass contraceptive availability 
and/or directions and with legalized abortion. But these are my, and Mrs, 
Dr. Kronhausen’s personal views on the subject and I would be the last to 
preach them to you.
Instead I offer this as a substitute, the closest thing yet to the "good five 
cent puberty rite" that SAPS (aye, mankind) is in dire need of.
Apparently constructed in a hurry, repetitious in spots, but valuable!!'
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Many thanks not just for sending me your monumental 
report bn WHO KILLED SCIENCE FICTION but many thanks 
for doing the job and doing it so well and turning 
out so presentable a copy. I think I do not ex
agerate when I say that it is genuinely a document 
of historical importance and I hope that copies 
will be deposited in university libraries and like
that.

revolves, - namely 
has not departed

Now to come down to the axis ’round which each write 
ONESSELF: I am glad that you think that the freshness 
from me. However, have you not perhaps taken my use

of the pronoun ’’your” as in my phrase ’’Look at your fanzines; nineteen 
out of twenty never ever mention science fiction” a mite personally? I 
didn’t mean ”your”, Earl Kemp’s. It was a sloppy use of a sloppy us
age. I’ll rephrase, "Take fanzines,.,&C.” You cite Norman Metcalf’s 
New Frontiers, plus your own Who Killed &c—Agreed, they both certainly 
do mention sf, are, indeed, almost exclusively concerned with it,... Good,
I now ask:— typically or atypically? There can be only one.reply, sirrah.

A-,
If youwant to redefine the term and to argue that if it doesn’t deal with sf 
it’s not a fanzine, well, okay; but that leaves damn precious few fanzines. 
You ask, "Is this ^i.e. not mentioning sf/ the fault of the editor of the 
fanzine, or.the fault of those capable of writing intelligently about science 
fiction?”—I suppose you mentally add or intend to be understood; "....and 
who don’t write for fanzines.” I will deal with your question in two parts, 
last first. #1) It seems to me that it is not the job of a writer of pro
fessional, sf to supply the fanzines with material, though there is of course 
no objection to his doing so. That the two roles—fan and writer—have often 
been played by the same people cannot obscure the fact that they are really 
separate roles. Let’s take painting—Is it any reply to an art critic’s com
ment that (hypothetical) journals by art-lovers supposedly based on art-love 
never mention art, to say, "So why don’t you paint?” ... I am hoist, I feel, 
on my own metaphor, somehow. Oh, well. To meander on... Ahah. I see my
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error: scratch ’’art critic*" Rephrase: An artist complains,-etc. and your 
repiby is, "so write for the art journals and thus improve them." My answer: 
I am a painter, not a patron, I happen to have written sf. I happen not to 
have been an sf fan. I was/am a Reader, but that is not being a Fan. Agreed? 
A Fan had to have been a Reader, but he went on from there. Nowadays it 
seems to me they start at the other, or ass end: they ase FANS ONLY, and 
they often don’t Read and hence it follows that their fanzines don’t mention 
the subject which supposedly is their reason for being. They are so infatu
ated with each other and with cute fannish words and with politics for the 
sake of politics and with each others’ sex life and sic c c c, that they don’t 

? need sf any more.
’ In the five or six years which have seen publication of my sf I have gotten a
, handful of fanzines. Your Offshoot, today came A J’s Dubious, a Joe-Jim (I

think yours?) ((No, progeny of Joe (Sarno) and Jim (O’Meara) two active Chi
cago fans who so named their zine in honor of Heinlein’s Universe character, 
EK.)), a thing of Poul Anderson’s, smorgasbord, one copy of New Frontiers (# 
2.), and to be safe I’ll say one more that I can’t recall. (I’m not counting 
the copies of Amra sent me since the Detention, this is Fantasy and was origi
nally sent, I think, to everybody on the Pitfcs list and I don’t mention 
Pitfcs, and I don’t mention Science Fiction Forum because Pitfcs and Forum 
are/were PROfessionally-only oriented. And I don’t mention Taurasi’s Science 
Fiction Times, it belongs on another level.) The masses and masses of fan
zines, loaded down with rhoscoes and ghus and so forths ad nauseam, I’ve read 
elsewhere than at chez moi. It ain’t that my feelings are hurt at being ig
nored, after examining page after page of absobloodylute shit I am glad I was 
NOT inundated. My sorrow is that this is the sort of thing nineteen out of 
twenty fanzines are like. Agreed, New Frontiers is good, the Right Sort of 
Thing, So is Amra, in its more limited way. So was Inside (damn good, the 
few copies I saw). But they are/were RARE,
Argal, why didn’t I do my ickle best to improve them by writing good stuff 
for them? (a) Until New Frontiers #2, no one ever asked me to, (2) Nothing 
of what I saw in 19/2Oths of the fanzines enspirited me to. (J) To repeat, 
it is not my job to do so, I was writing for the corpus on which the fanzines 
were supposed to be commentators commentating. But they hre having too much 
fun commentating on each others. If I may be allowed a vulgarism, it is like 
a bunch of boys comparing whose is the longest, but none of them are using 
the articles for the purpose which has got them interested and exited; they 
have accepted a substitute interest and exitement, and a damned inferior one, 
too,

? Certainly, this falling away is not THE cause for the decline of/in sf, cer-
1 tainly not* It is- a symptom? Okay. Maybe the fault is all that of the pro-
• fessionals, very possibly. But the facts are facts and they are significant
’ facts, bucko. Mort Klass (hown brother to Phill/Tenn, and a sometime sf

writer in his own writer’s right), who is an anthropologist, said to me, "If 
you want to know if a particular religious or folk or ceremonial activity has 
a future, see if there are children looking on. If so, it may. If the chil
dren are participating, it certainly will." And it seems to me that the 
children are no longer participating,
Das all. 
No, my friend, I’m afraid I’m not up to embarking on the inquiry re decline 
of fantasy, myself. Thanks for offered assist, though.
By the way, my income for last year, the first year in which I was avowedly 
avoiding writing sf and was going to Make More MONEY; my income was $400 
LESS than the year before last! Interesting, what? But there are no foot-
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steps backwards.
No. * .
By the way,- someone, as it might be Sidney Coleman, took you at word and sent 
me the Sidney Coleman crismas card in an envelope postmarked Dasadena and on 
the back some curious typings about publishing houses. You may tell S C that 
I be damn and go to hell if I believe he had a grabdfather in Slonim named 
Stephen Rich, Or a great gand father, Sheest, I can’t even spell any more 
as bad as my spelling useually is. So time to secure the detail.
I had a high school history teacher in Yonkers named of Miss Kenro but she 
married a Mr. Sigafus or Sickafoos. Really,
Now to take.plug at answering hard to answer questions on sf by college kid 
in Iowa for 'his theme paper which is on sf and he in effect wants ME to do it, 
Gahdamn nervy kid.

Over and out, philoprogenitive one.
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